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As the competition increased, for the logistics enterprises to be competitive, they 
have to improve their management of performance as well as explore new field or 
develop new service project. There are so many tools for logistics enterprises to chose, 
make the right choice is very important. This thesis researches A company’s 
performance evaluation and improving on the basis of the Balanced Score Card. 
Through the evaluation, improving and results tracing, this thesis may help other 
logistics enterprises like A company to find their effective tools of performance 
improving.     
Analyzed the affection that information and globalization bring to the Logistics, 
the thesis points out that it becomes more challenge for the logistics enterprises to 
improve their performance management, and a more effective tool is needed. 
Therefore, the Balanced Score Card, the tool of performance and strategy 
management, is being introduced. After introducing the inside and outside 
environment of A company, the thesis tells the fitness between A company’s needs and 
the effort of the Balanced Score Card. Then, on the basis of the Balance Score Card, it 
evaluates the performance of A company, finds out the specific problems of A 
company’s performance, and tells the methods of improving and traces the results.  
    To logistics enterprises, a professional, convenient, and effective process 
improves the core competence. Therefore, in the process of performance evaluation, 
finding a correct way of evaluation of the process is the key point. The thesis uses 
PEMM by Michael Hammer to complete the evaluation of inner process performance. 
By using PEMM, the thesis analyses the design, performers, owner, infrastructure, 
and metrics to evaluates the A company’s inner process performance, finds out the 
specific problems and the way of improving, and traces the results.  
The contribution of this thesis is that it combines the Balanced Scorecard and 
PEMM to evaluate and improve the performance of enterprises. This thesis can be 
used by other logistics enterprises for reference.  
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